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Abst rac t - -Us lng  classical Weimltraes' result concerning polynomial zeros in a suitable interval 
form and some iterative method in floating-polnt arithmetic, ,~ hybrid method for finding an isolated 
simple complex zero of a polynomial is established. This method possesses a high computational 
efficiency and the capability of automatic determination of error hounds of the approximate solution. 
A computationally verifiable test for the existence of a polynomial complex zeros in zL given disk is 
also presented. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that the computed zero of a function is only an approximation of the exact zero 
since there are errors originating from discretization, truncation and rounding off. Interval arith- 
metic provides a useful tool for constructing zero-finding algorithms with global convergence and 
automatic error bounds and control of the accumulation of the rounding errors. During the last 
twenty years many methods in complex interval arithmetic for finding polynomial complex zeros 
have been developed (see the book [12] and the references cited therein). The main advantages 
of these methods are the inclusion property concerning the zeros and the ability to incorporate 
rounding errors without altering the basic structure of the iterative formula (see [4,5,11,16]). But, 
interval methods till have comparatively high computational costs. As it was proposed in [13] 
(see, also [3,8,10,14]) the decrease of the computational mount of work of inclusion methods can 
be attained by combining the efficiency of ordinary floating-point i erative methods with the ac- 
curacy control obtained by interval arithmetic. Hybrid methods for finding polynomial complex 
zeros, constructed in such a way, have been considered in [13] (in circular arithmetic) and [14] 
(in rectangular arithmetic) (see also the book [12]). 
The aim of this paper is to present a very simple but efficient hybrid method for finding an 
isolated simple complex zero of a polynomial. Simultaneously, the presented interval formula 
enables us to establish a computationally verifiable test for the existence of polynomial complex 
zero in a given disk. 
We assume that circular and rectangular arithmetic is a well established subject and we refer 
to [1] for more details. We only recall to the operations of inversion and power in circular and 
rectangular arithmetic. 
Let W = {w : Iw-  a I > r} be the exterior of the disk Z = {z : Iz - a I < r} = {a;r} with 
center a = mid(Z) and radius r = rad(Z), shorter W = ext(Z). If 0 ~ W, that is r > lal, then 
} 
r~- IaP ' r  2-1al 2 " 
(1) 
Obviously, W -x is a closed disk if 0 ~ W. 
Following the definition of multiplication of disks, introduced by Gargantini and Henrici [6], 
the power of a given disk Z = {a; r} is calculated as 
z"  = {a;,-}" = + ,')" - la l "} .  (2) 
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Let R = Is, b] + i[c, d] (a, c < 0, b, d > 0) be a rectangle including the origin, and let V = 
ext(R) = {v : v ~ R}.  The inverse of the open region V is given by 
V -1 --" [~_,a] -1" g[~,~], (3) 
where 
{!  1 2_1d} {~ 11t  , ct = min 2c' ' & = max ' 2c' ' 
{ 1, 1,  2b} { 1 1 1}  
_]~--min d 2-a , ~- 'max c' 2a'2b 
(see [14]). 
The power or R n of a rectangle R = A + iB,  A = ~,fi], B = [~,b], can be calculated using 
multiplication of rectangles defines as in [1, p. 51]: 
Init ial ize G1 -- A, H1 - B; 
For k = 1 , . . . ,  n - 1 calculate in real interval arithmetic 
Gk+l -- G~ • A - Hk • B, Hk+l = Gk • B + Hk • A; 
Then R n = Gn + iHn. 
(4) 
In the sequel a diameter (diagonal) of a disk (rectangular) Z will be denoted by d(Z). 
2. HYBRID METHOD 
The construction of hybrid methods that combine the iterations in floating-point arithmetic 
has been described in [13]. A general approach of hybrid methods is the subject of the paper 
[14]. In this section we give a short derivation of the suggested hybrid method. 
Let ~1 = ~,~2,... ,~  be the zeros of the polynomial p of degree n with the multiplicities 
Pl = 1,p2, . . . ,pv (1 + P2 + ... + Pv = n, g _< n). Suppose that we have found a complex 
interval (disk or rectangle) Z which contains the zero ~ = ~1 only. From the factorization 
j= l  
we find 
j r2  
(5) 
Let W = ext(Z) = {w :w ~ Z} and z ~ W. S ince6 e W (j = 2, . . . ,v) ,  according to the 
inclusion isotonicity from (5) we find 
C z - p(z) \~ _--ZW / . (6) 
Since z ~ W the inverse (z  - W) -1 is always defined in circular arithmetic (see [4]) as well as in 
rectangular arithmetic ([14]). Therefore, the complex-valued set on the right-hand side of (6) is 
a closed region. Denote this region by 
1 )~-1 
I ( z ,  z )  = z - p (z )  z -  t(z) ' (7) 
emphasizing that I (z,  Z) is an inclusion region for the zero ~ depending on the complex approx- 
imation z E Z and the intial inclusion region Z. 
*In rounded rectangular arithmetic it is necessary to use inf and sup instead of rain and max (see [10]). 
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Let ¢ be an iterative function which defines a locally convergent method for the approximation 
of a simple zero ~, generating a complex sequence 
Z (rn+l) --'~ ¢(Z (rn)) (/'?g = O, 1 , . . .  ) (8) 
in (ordinary) complex arithmetic. Further, let Z (°) be a given initial region (disk or square) 
with center z(°) = mid (Z (°)) and diameter d(Z (°)) containing only a simple complex zero ~ of a 
polynomial p. Assume that the iterative method (8) converges starting with z (°) and produces 
a sufficiently good approximation z (m) to ~ such that z(m) E Z (°). Then the hybrid method for 
the inclusion of a simple zero of a polynomial can be defined as follows: 
ALGORITHM. Let Z (°) be a given inclusion region (disk or square) for a simple complex zero ~: 
10 Apply the point iterative method (8) for m = 0, 1 , . . . ,M  - 1 to any desired accuracy 
starting with z (°) = mid (Z(°)); 
2 0 Calculate the new, contracted inclusion complex interval (in circular or rectangular rith- 
metic) 
1 )n-1 
I(z(M)' Z(0)) -" z(M'I) ---- z(M) -- P(z(M)) Z(M) -- ext (Z(°)) " (9) 
The upper "index" (M, 1) indicates that the inclusion disk or rectangle Z(M,1) is obtained by 
M "point" iterations and one interval iteration. Interval computation i (9) is performed using 
(1) and (2) in circular arithmetic, or (3) and (4) in rectangular arithmetic. 
THEOREM 1. Let Z (°) be a given initial region (disk or square) containing a simple complex zero 
of a polynomial p, and let the point iterative method (8) of the order of convergence q produce 
a complex sequence (z(m))(z (°) = mid (Z(°))) which converges to the zero ~. If z (M), produced 
by (8), belongs to Z (°), then 
(i) 5 E z(M'I);  
(ii) d(Z (M,1)) = O((d(Z(°))qM). 
The assertion (i) follows directly from (9) according to (6) and the inclusion property. The 
assertion (ii) is easily proved using (9) and the relation 
1¢(z) - ~l < 3'lz - ~l q (3' > 0 is some positive constant). 
REMARK 1. In regard to the fixed-point relation (5) we observe that formula (9) is a simplified 
version of Weierstrass' interval formula 
(z} ''1 = mid (Z}'~)); i=  1,. . . ,n;  re=O,1 , . . . )  
for the simultaneous inclusion of all complex zeros of a polynomial (see [17]). 
Applying the hybrid method (9) the contraction of the complex interval Z( M,O is done due 
to the improved approximation z (M), while the main role of the initial inclusion region Z(°) is 
to make possible the enclosure of the desired zero. Accordingly, the main advantages of the 
hybrid method (9) are (i) high computational efficiency because this combined method uses 
only one interval iteration and (ii) automatic determination f error bound of the approximative 
solution. Besides, if rounded interval arithmetic is applied, then all rounding errors which may 
have appeared because of the floating-point arithmetic of finite mantissa re included in the 
resulting solution. In application, it is very convenient to use PASCAL-SC, a powerful language 
that supports rounded interval arithmetic (see books [2,9]). 
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3. TEST OF EXISTENCE.  
Let Z = {a; r} be a given disk with the center a = z+iy = mid (Z) and the radius r = rad (Z), 
and let R = X + iY = is(Z) be the inclusion square for the disk Z such that X = [z - r, z + r] and 
Y = [y - r, y + r]. Besides, let P'(R) = P'(X + iY) D {p'(z) : z e R} be a rectangular interval 
extension of the polynomial derivative p' over R. It was proved in [15] that the polynomial p will 
contain at most one (simple) zero in the disk Z if 
0 ~ P'(is(Z)). (10) 
Let Z = Z (°) = {a; r} and z (°) = mid (Z(°)) = a. Using (1) and (2), from (9) we obtain (for 
m=0) 
I(a,Z) = a-p(a)  (O;1}n-l  - {a; [p(a)' 
r---~T_ 1 } . (11) 
The following theorem gives a very simple computational test for the existence of a complex zero 
of a polynomial p in a given disk Z. 
THEOREM 2. Let Z = {a; r} be a given disk and let the rectangular interval extension P'(is(Z)) 
of the derivative p' over the inclusion square R = is(Z) be free of the origin. Then we have the 
following assertions: 
(i) If Z contains a zero of p, then the disk I(a, Z) given by (11) also contains this zero; 
(ii) If I(a, Z) A Z = 0, there is no zero in Z; 
(iii) If I(a, Z) C_ Z, then there exists a unique simple zero ofp in Z. 
PROOF. Assertion (i) follows from the construction of the method (9). Namely, from the relation 
(10) we observe that there are at least v -  1 zeros ofp  outside of the disk Z. Denote these zeros 
with ~, . . . ,  ~v. The remaining zero ~1 may belong to Z, but not necessarily. Then the following 
inequalities 
I a -61  > r (j - 2 , . . . , v )  (12) 
are obviously valid. Suppose that the zero ~l belongs to the disk Z and let W = {w : Iw-  a[ > r} 
be the exterior of Z. According to (1) we have 
1 
(a - W) -1 - C a -  ext(Z)) -1 - {0; r}.  
Since ~j E W (j = 2 , . . . ,  u), we obtain 
j=2 /=2 
(13) 
Using (13) and the fixed-point relation (5) we find 
~1 = a - -  p(a)  E a - -  PCa) 0; ~ -" 
j=2 
which proves assertion (i). 
Assertion (ii) follows directly from (i). 
To prove (iii) let us assume that the inclusion I(a, Z) C_ Z holds, which is equivalent to the 
inequality 
[a - mid(I(a, Z))[ _< r - rad(I(a, Z)). 
Hence, in view of (11), 
Ip(a)l > 0. (14) r - r,~_----- T _ 
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By virtue of inequalities (12) and (14) we find 
that is 
1s 
" _> Ip(a)l = la - ~'111F'I la - 6jl  "W > la - ¢21" r "'+'' '+"" = la - ~'11" r " - l ,  
, '>  l a -~ l ,  
which means that 5j E {a; r} = Z and assertion (iii) is proved. | 
REMARK 2. It is interesting to note that the inclusion I(a, Z) C Z (Theorem 2), which is 
equivalent o the inequality (14) or 
r > Ip(a)l 1/", (15) 
can be connected with the following well known results (see, e.g., [7, p. 454]): the disk Iz - a] < 
[p(a)] 1]" contains at least one zero of a polynomial p of degree n. The validity of the inequalities 
r > [p(G)l 1In ~_ [z -- ~[, 
together with the condition (10), shows that both disks {a; [p(a)[ l/n} and {a; r} contain only 
one simple zero of p and the inclusion {a; ]p(a)]U"} C {a; r} holds. However, considering these 
(concentric) disks, we observe that the use of the larger disk {a; r} (with r :> [p(a)pl") in (9) 
produces a smaller inverse disk; that is 
1 1 
which can be easily proved using formula (1). 
The presented test of existence is very simple and computationally verifiable. Practically, 
for a given disk Z (°) = {a; r} obtained by some searching procedure, it is sufficient o check the 
inequality r > [p(a)[ 1/" and relation (10). Using this test and the hybrid method (9) it is possible 
to complete a procedure for finding a polynomial zero with error bound as follows: 
1 ° Check whether 0 • P(Z  (°)) (P (Z  (°)) is a circular interval extension o fp  over Z(°), which 
is a necessary condition for the given initial disk Z(°) to contain a zero of p; 
20 If 0 • P(Z  (°)) A 0 f~ P'(is (Z(°))) A/(mid (Z(°)), Z (°)) C Z (°) is valid, then there exists a 
unique simple zero in Z(°); 
3 ° Apply the hybrid method (9) to obtain an improved circular inclusion approximation to 
the wanted zero. 
4. NUMERICAL  EXAMPLE 
Test of existence given by Theorem 2 and the hybrid method (9) have been demonstrated in
the example of a polynomial 
p(z) = z 9 + 3z s - 3z v - 9z s + 3z 5 + 9z 4 + 99z 3 + 297z 2 - 100z - 300. 
For the initial disk we have taken the disk Z (°) = {-1.2 + 0.1i; 1.65} and calculated 
Ip(-1.2 + 0.101 = 88.895. 
Since 
r = 1.65 > Ip(-1.2 + 0.1i)[ 1/9 -~ 1.646, 
according to the inequality (15) it follows that the disk Z (°) = {-1.2 + 0.1i; 1.65} contains a zero 
of the polynomial p. 
Applying Newton's method 
z(m+l) = z(m) p(z(")) p'(z(')) (m = O, 1,... ) 
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with z (°) = mid(Z (°)) = -1 .2  + 0.1i, we have found 
z (2) - -0 .99999998-  1.32 x 10-s i  
and 
z (3) = -0.9999999999999999999999989 + 5.67 x 10-24i. 
Formula (9) have produced the inclusion disks 
Z (~'1) = { -0 .90999998 - 1.32 x 10-si;  5.59 x 10 -7} 
and 
Z (3'1) = {-0.9999999999999999999999989 + 5.67 x 10-24i; 1.35 x 10 -22} 
which contain the exact zero ~ = -1 .  
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